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ABSTRACT
Context. Dust is a crucial component of the interstellar medium of galaxies. The presence of dust strongly affects the light produced by
stars within a galaxy. As these photons are our main information vector to explore the stellar mass assembly and therefore understand
a galaxy’s evolution, modeling the luminous properties of galaxies and taking into account the impact of the dust is a fundamental
challenge for semi-analytical models.
Aims. We present the complete prescription of dust attenuation implemented in the new semi-analytical model (SAM): G.A.S. . This
model is based on a two-phase medium originating from a physically motivated turbulent model of gas structuring (G.A.S. I paper).
Methods. Dust impact is treated by taking into account three dust components: Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Very Small
Grains, and Big Grains. All three components evolve in both a diffuse and a fragmented/dense gas phase. Each phase has its own
stars, dust content and geometry. Dust content evolves according to the metallicity of it associated phase.
Results. The G.A.S. model is used to predict both the UV and the IR luminosity functions from z=9.0 to z=0.1. Our two-phase ISM
prescription catches very well the evolution of UV and IR luminosity functions. We note a small overproduction of the IR luminosity
at low redshift (z < 0.5). We also focus on the Infrared-Excess (IRX) and explore its dependency with the stellar mass, UV slope,
stellar age, metallicity and slope of the attenuation curves. Our model predicts large scatters for relations based on IRX, especially for
the IRX-β relation. Our analysis reveals that the slope of the attenuation curve is more driven by absolute attenuation in the FUV band
than by disk inclination. We confirm that the age of the stellar population and the slope of the attenuation curve can both shift galaxies
below the fiducial star-birth relation in the IRX-β diagram. Main results presented in this paper (e.g. luminosity functions) and in the
two other associated G.A.S. papers are stored and available in the GALAKSIENN library through the ZENODO platform.
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1. Introduction
In galaxies, stars, gas, and dust are mixed and strongly interact.
Dust plays a major role in the chemistry and the physics of the
interstellar medium (ISM). Whereas stars produce Ultra-Violet
(UV) and visible and near-infrared (NIR) light, dust, heated by
stellar radiation, radiates from the near-InfraRed (nIR) to the
sub-millimeter (submm). Attenuation of the stellar light due to
dust dramatically modifies fluxes, colors and spectral energy
distributions of galaxies. Measurements of star formation rates
(SFRs) and even stellar mass (e.g. Lo Faro et al. 2017) are there-
fore strongly affected. A large fraction of the UV radiation com-
ing from newly formed O and B stars is obscured by dust (e.g.
Casey et al. 2014; Burgarella et al. 2013; Takeuchi et al. 2005)
and re-emitted mainly in the Mid- and Far-InfraRed (IR) and the
sub-millimeter (submm) domain. This process is particularly ef-
ficient in dusty star forming galaxies (DSFGs), that can reach IR
luminosities up to 1013L and thus SFRs of thousands of solar
masses per year (e.g. Casey et al. 2012; Vieira et al. 2013; da
Cunha et al. 2015).
To take into account the overall star formation activity, both
UV and IR contributions must be considered. By combining both
measurements, Burgarella et al. (2013) inferred the redshift evo-
lution (0 < z < 4) of the total cosmic star formation activity.
Overall attenuation affecting the galaxies is often parametrized
by the IR excess: IRX = LIR/LUV , where LIR is the integrated
infrared luminosity between 8 and 1000 microns and LUV is the
rest-frame 1500 Å luminosity.
A large number of studies have measured the IRX. In the
nearby Universe (e.g. Martin et al. 2005b; Bothwell et al. 2011),
half of the total UV budget is obscured. At higher redshift, the
fraction of the star formation activity directly traced by the UV
strongly decreases, being less than 15% at z > 1 (e.g., Takeuchi
et al. 2005; Cucciati et al. 2012). Due to the decrease of the
metallicity in very young galaxies, at z >3, it is expected that
the UV flux traces a higher fraction of the star formation activ-
ity (< 20%, Reddy et al. 2008, Bouwens et al. 2010). Thanks to
recent observational progresses, building large UV-selected sam-
ples is feasible over most of the evolution of the Universe (e.g.
Bouwens et al. 2012; Ellis et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2012) and
the majority of studies are based on (rest-frame) UV selected
samples.
At high redshift (z > 3) or in fields where IR/submm mea-
surements are not available, only the stellar emission (UV-NIR)
attenuated by dust is observed. Estimating accurately the cor-
rections for this attenuation is thus crucial to derive SFRs. One
of the most popular method to derive dust obscuration is based
on the observed correlation between the slope of the UV con-
tinuum (β) and IRX. Initially measured and calibrated in nearby
starbursts (e.g. Meurer et al. 1999), this method has been ex-
tensively used at all redshifts. However, it was found to be in-
valid for nearby secular star forming galaxies (e.g. Boissier et al.
2007; Hao et al. 2011). The relation between β and IRX is also
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affected by selection effects (e.g. Buat et al. 2005) and could also
be sensitive to dust properties (e.g. Calzetti 2001; Inoue et al.
2006), star formation histories (e.g. Kong et al. 2004; Boquien
et al. 2012; Forrest et al. 2016) and shape/slope of the attenua-
tion law (e.g. Salmon et al. 2016; Reddy et al. 2016; Bouwens
et al. 2016).
In parallel to the IRX−β relation another correlation has been
measured between IRX and the stellar mass (e.g. Pannella et al.
2009; Buat et al. 2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Heinis et al. 2014;
Whitaker et al. 2014). This correlation is currently not fully un-
derstood. In this context, stellar mass could be a crude tracer of
the metal enrichment process through the complex star forma-
tion histories. Indeed, work by Cortese et al. (2006), Boquien
et al. (2009), or more recently Pannella et al. (2015) has re-
vealed a correlation between the dust attenuation and the gas-
phase metallicity, which is itself correlated with the stellar mass
(e.g. Mannucci et al. 2010; Lilly et al. 2013; Zahid et al. 2014).
Understanding dust attenuation in galaxies is still an impor-
tant challenge and therefore a fundamental aspect of SAMs. The
impact of dust has been studied in SAMs with different meth-
ods (e.g. Devriendt et al. 1999; Granato et al. 2000; Baugh et al.
2005; Bower et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Fontanot
et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2011; Lacey et al. 2016) and yields to
predicted number counts in UV and/or luminosity functions that
differ by a factor '2. The recent work of Narayanan et al. (2018),
based on hydrodynamic zoom-in simulations and radiative trans-
fer, and the analytical prescription proposed by Popping et al.
(2017) highlight the complex effects of the average stellar pop-
ulation age, attenuation curves, and dust/stars mixing. However,
the analytical model by Popping et al. (2017) cannot take into
account complex star formation histories and, even if the hy-
drodynamic simulations from Narayanan et al. (2018) have been
performed from z ' 5 to z ' 2, their limited number of simulated
galaxies does not allow to explore the redshift evolution of the
IRX-β relation.
In this paper (paper II of the G.A.S. model presentation set),
we present the set of prescriptions implemented in the G.A.S.
model to describe the effects of the dust attenuation onto the
stellar light. Physical prescriptions associated to the gas physics
is describe in Cousin et al. (2018) (paper G.A.S. I).
We investigate in this paper the redshift evolution of the
UltraViolet (UV) and InfraRed luminosity functions. We also ex-
plore the main drivers of both the IRX-M? and IRX-β relations
in a realistic cosmological context from z > 6 to z ' 1.5. We
explore the impact of the stellar age, the star formation rate, the
absolute attenuation, the disk inclination and the the gas-phase
metallicity. We will question the validity of the IRX-β relation
to correct UV observed flux from the dust attenuation.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we briefly de-
scribe our G.A.S. model. In Sect. 3 we describe dust compo-
nents. We also present the recipes implemented to take into ac-
count dust attenuation and explore the impact of geometry and
absolute attenuation. We present the evolution of the attenuation
law predicted by our model as function of both the absolute at-
tenuation in FUV band and disk inclination. We also compare
our attenuation curves with standard prescriptions. In Sect. 4 we
compare our predictions for the UV and IR luminosity functions
to a large set of observational measurements. In Sect. 5 we fo-
cus on correlations between IRX, stellar mass, stellar population
age, UV luminosity, gas phase metallicity, UV slope. We con-
clude in Sect. 6.
2. The G.A.S. model
Our work is the continuation of the G.A.S. semi-analytical
model described in the G.A.S. I paper (Cousin et al. 2018).
G.A.S. is applied to dark-matter merger trees extracted from
a pure N-body simulation. This simulation uses a WMAP-5yr
cosmology (Ωm = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72, fb = 0.16, h = 0.70
Komatsu et al. (2009)) and describes a volume of [100/h]3Mpc
containing 10243 particles. Each of these particles has a mass of
mp = 1.025 108 M. Dark-matter halos and sub-structures (satel-
lites) are identified by using the HaloMaker code (Tweed et al.
2009). In merger tree structures, we only take into account halos
with at least twenty dark-matter particles leading to a minimal
dark matter halo mass of 2.050 × 109 M.
2.1. General description
Galaxy assembly starts from gas accretion. In G.A.S.halos are
fed through a cosmological smooth metal-free baryonic accre-
tion following the smooth dark-mater accretion. The total ac-
creted gas is divided in two channels – a cold and a hot mode –
depending on the dark-matter halo mass. While in the cold mode
the gas directly feeds the galaxies, the shock-heated gas of the
hot mode has to cool down and condensate before feeding the
galaxy (G.A.S. I paper, Sect. 2). We assume that the warm con-
densed gas feeds a gaseous disk with an exponential profile. Gas
acquires angular momentum during the transfer (Peebles 1969)
and the disk is then supported by this angular momentum (e.g.
Blumenthal et al. 1986; Mo et al. 1998).
In the disk the accreted gas is initially assumed to be mainly
diffuse and non-star-forming. It goes through a progressive frag-
mentation following a turbulent cascade and is finally converted
in star-forming gas. Galaxies modelled by G.A.S. host therefore
two distinct ISM phases: a diffuse warm phase and a fragmented
dense cold phase (G.A.S. I paper, Sect. 3 and 4). Young stars
are born in the dense, structured gas. We assume that they stay
in this dense phase during 5× 107 yrs. Older stars then evolve in
the diffuse warm phase of the disk.
Our model takes into account supernovae (SNs) and active
galaxy nuclei (AGN) feedback. A part of the power produced by
these two types of feedback is directly injected in the interstel-
lar medium of the galaxy and is used to disrupt the fragmented
dense gas. The remaining power allows to generate large-scale
ejecta and heat the gas. The gas ejected from the galaxy ends up
in the hot gas atmosphere surrounding the galaxy. These feed-
back mechanisms mainly affect the evolution of low-mass and
intermediate-mass galaxies (< 109.5M) (G.A.S. I paper, Sect.
5).
In addition to these processes, we introduce a new regula-
tion mechanism operating in the surrounding hot gas phase, that
allows to reduce gas cooling in massive halos. It is based on
thermal instabilities (G.A.S. I paper, Sect. 6).
Using these new gas-cycle and gas-regulation prescriptions,
the G.A.S. model is able to reproduce the stellar mass function
of galaxies from z ' 6 to z'0.5.
2.2. The chemodynamical model
A chemodynamical model (Cousin et al. 2016) is used to track
the mass evolution (e.g. MO(t)) of six of the main ISM ele-
ments: 1H, 4He, 12C, 14N, 16O, and 56Fe. Masses are tracked
separately: on one side in the diffuse and the fragmented/dense
gas phase of the disc, on the other side in the diffuse gas phase
of the central bulge (if any). The production and the re-injection
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of these elements are taken into account for stars with initial
mass between 0.1M and 100M and for metal-free to super-
solar metal fractions. We assume that new stars are formed in
the dense/fragmented gas phase following a Chabrier (2003) ini-
tial mass function (IMF). Metals are injected initially into the
dense/fragmented gas phase. The kinetic energy coming from
both SNs and AGNs partly disrupts the dense/fragmented gas
phase and injects metals in the diffuse gas phase. Then metals
evolving in both the diffuse and the dense/fragmented gas are
strewn in the hot atmosphere surrounding the galaxy with the
large scale ejecta. Due to this metal enrichment, the efficiency of
the radiative cooling process affecting the hot surrounding gas is
modified and impact the gas accretion.
Oxygen is the most abundant element formed into stars. It
is commonly used as a tracer of the gas-phase metallicity. We
define the gas metallicity Zg of a given phase as the number of
oxygen atoms per hydrogen atoms with a logarithmic scale:
Zg = 12 + log(O/H) = 12 + log10
(
MO
MH
mH
mO
)
(1)
MO and MH are the oxygen and the hydrogen mass contained in
a given gas phase. mO and mH are the atomic mass of oxygen and
hydrogen, respectively. In this formalism we adopt Z = 8.94
(Karakas 2010).
2.3. Stellar spectra
Similarly to the gas metallicity, the G.A.S. model tracks the
evolution of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of stellar pop-
ulations. The star formation history of a galaxy component (disk
or central bulge) is continuously followed according to the stel-
lar age and the initial stellar metallicity. Thus, at each step of
the evolution, we associate to a given stellar population its mass-
weighted stellar SED: (λIλ)? based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
SED libraries.
2.4. Merger events
We define the merger type (major or minor) of two galaxies 1
and 2 using the following mass ratio:
ηm =
MIN(M1/2,1 ; M1/2,2)
MAX(M1/2,1 ; M1/2,2)
, (2)
where M1/2 is the total mass (galaxy and dark-matter halo) inside
the galaxy half-mass radius. We consider the merger event as
minor when ηm < 1/3.
In the case of a major merger (ηm ≥ 1/3), the galaxy struc-
ture and the dynamics are strongly modified. All the gas (from
the disk and the bulge) is attributed to the remnant disk.
We assume that young stars (≤ 5×107yrs) of the two progen-
itor disks are still embedded in GMCs. Young stars are therefore
kept into the remnant disk.
Conversely, old stars (> 5×107yrs) coming from the two pro-
genitors are transferred to the central bulge. The stellar mass dis-
tribution of the central bulge is modeled by a Hernquist (1990)
profile.
Between two merger events, all the gas produced by stellar
winds from stars in the bulge is kept in the bulge. The mass that
is generated is in average low (Mg < 105M) but the metallicity
can be relatively high (Zg > 8.0).
During a minor merger, we add separately the stellar popula-
tion of the bulges and disks to form the remnant bulge/disk. All
gas reservoirs are added into the remnant disk.
3. Dust in galaxies
In a galaxy, the overall extinction is the result of different factors:
i) the amount/composition of dust in the different components
of the galaxy (disk, bulge); ii) the relative contribution of the
various stellar populations (in age and metallicity) in the various
components; iii) the relative geometry of the dust and stars.
3.1. Dust composition
Type ρ [g/cm3] size range [cm] size law
PAH0 2.24 3.1 × 10−8 - 1.2 × 10−7 mix-logn
PAH1 2.24 3.1 × 10−8 - 1.2 × 10−7 mix-logn
amCBE 1.81 6.0 × 10−8 - 2.0 × 10−6 logn
amCBE 1.81 4.0 × 10−7 - 2.0 × 10−4 plaw-ed
aSil 3.00 4.0 × 10−7 - 2.0 × 10−4 plaw-ed
Table 1. Dust properties. The dust type and size law refer to DustEM
keywords.
As proposed by for example Draine & Li (2001), Zubko et al.
(2004),Draine & Li (2007), Compie`gne et al. (2011) (and refer-
ences therein), dust can be described by a set of three differ-
ent grain types: Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), Very
Small Grains (VSG) and Big Grains (BG). In G.A.S. we as-
sume that these three dust types are formed in all galaxies at
all redshifts. However, the relative mass fraction of this three
dust types can vary from one environment to another (Sect. 3.2).
The intrinsic properties of dust assumed in our model are listed
in Table 1. These properties are fully compatible to those used
in previous work (e.g. Zubko et al. 2004; Draine & Li 2007;
Compie`gne et al. 2011).
3.2. Dust content
In the interstellar medium, gas and dust are closely linked and
the dust composition (PAH: fPAH , Big Grains: fBG, Very Small
Grains: fVSG) depends on the gas metallicity.
Fig. 1 shows measurements of the PAH fractions as a func-
tion of the gas metallicity performed by Draine et al. (2007),
Ciesla et al. (2014) and Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015).
These studies used different prescriptions for gas metallicity
measurements. As shown by Kewley & Ellison (2008), the pre-
scription proposed by Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) (used in Re´my-
Ruyer et al. (2015)) leads to lower values than all other prescrip-
tions. A systematic shift of +0.2 dex applied to Re´my-Ruyer
et al. (2015) measurements leads to a good agreement between
the studies.
In the two distinguished ISM phases hosted by our modeled
galaxies, the fraction of PAH formed in a given gas-phase is set-
tled by using Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015) (their Eq. 5):
fPAH
fPAH,0
= 10−11.0+1.30Zg(−0.2) (3)
where fPAH,0 = 4.57% is the reference value for our Galaxy
(Zubko et al. 2004).
Eq. 3 is used to generate a continuous and smooth evolu-
tion of the PAH fraction in relation to the gas phase metallic-
ity. Around the mean relation, we introduce a scatter by apply-
ing between two time-steps a random walk between the current
3
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Fig. 1. Fraction of PAH as a function of the gas metallicity in the
dense/fragmented gas phase. The blue shaded area shows the full
G.A.S. distribution. Blue circles and light-green squares show
Ciesla et al. (2014) and Draine et al. (2007) data points respec-
tively. Green triangles show Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015) sample
shifted by 0.2 dex. The black solid line corresponds to our mean
relation (Eq. 3). The original mean relation of Re´my-Ruyer et al.
(2015) (their Eq. 5) is shown with the solid gray line. Dashed
black lines mark the 3σ limits around our mean relation.
value and a target value given by Eq. 3 (for more details, see
Appendix A.2). We plot in Fig. 1 the whole distribution of fpah
obtained following this random walk procedure and measured in
the dense/fragmented gas phase. The scatter obtained around the
mean relation is fully compatible with observational measure-
ments.
BG represent the main part of the dust mass (e.g. Zubko et al.
1996; Draine & Li 2001; Compie`gne et al. 2011), therefore when
the PAH fraction is settled, we then treat the BG mass fraction.
This fraction is assumed to be around to 2/3 of the residual mass.
This fraction is typical of what is measured in our Galaxy (e.g.
Zubko et al. 2004; Compie`gne et al. 2011). As for PAH, we
computed the fraction of BG following the random-walk tech-
nique. At each time step, the mass fraction of BG is randomly
settled between the current value and the target value (2/3 of the
residual mass). Finally, mass conservation requires that VSGs
are made of the rest of the dust mass.
The dust composition of each gas phase (diffuse gas in disc
and bulge, dense/fragmented gas in disc), is derived indepen-
dently according to its metallicity, using Eq.3 and our random-
walk technique (Eq. 1).
The empirical relation described by Eq. 3 cannot fully ac-
count for the complex dust processing in the ISM: fragmenta-
tion, destruction by UV photons, heating, or interstellar shocks
(Jones et al. 1994, 1996; Draine & Li 2007; Relan˜o et al. 2018).
When fPAH increases or decreases between two time-steps, ac-
cording to Eq. 3 and the random-walk technique, the chosen ”ef-
fective evolution” hides the complexity, which cannot be treated
in full details by G.A.S.I˙ndeed, even if G.A.S.tracks the ki-
netic energy produced by SNs and AGN, this energy is only
used to (re-)distribute the gas between the different gas phases
and does not affects directly the dust contents/composition.
Moreover, G.A.S.assumes a single relation characterized by
a smooth and continuous trend from low to high metallicities. As
pointed by Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015) or Draine & Li (2007), the
PAH fraction is low in dwarf galaxies and can be larger in more
evolved galaxies. The Zg– fPAH relation assumed in G.A.S.(Eq.
3) follow the trend of the majority of current observational mea-
surements. We show in Appendix A.1 that the variations of this
relation have only a small impact onto the dust attenuation.
3.3. Extinction curves
Once the dust composition ( fPAH , fBG, fBG) is fixed in the two
ISM phases, we build the associated extinction curve. For that,
we take into account absorption and scattering properties of dust
through the DustEM model (Compie`gne et al. 2011).
Fig. 2(a) shows the absorption and the scattering curves as-
sociated to the different dust types.
We define the extinction curve τλ as:
τλ =
∑
gt
fgt ×
(
σabs,gt + σsca,gt
)
(4)
The sum is performed over the three grain types and fgt is the
mass fraction associated to a given grain type (see Sect. 3.2).
Based on the scattering and extinction curves, we define the
albedo ω(λ),
ωλ =
∑
gt fgt × σsca,gt
τλ
. (5)
Fig. 2(b) shows the extinction and albedo wavelength de-
pendencies computed for different PAH fractions. The set of
extinction curves produced by G.A.S. is compared to LMC,
SMC and Milky Way extinction curves measured by Mathis
et al. (1983) and Gordon et al. (2003). In the wavelength range
λ ∈ [0.1, 2.0] µm, according to the PAH abundance, our model
allows to reproduce a large range of slopes. However, our as-
sumption about the compositions of dust, PAH, VSG and BG
leads especially to Milky-Way like extinction curves.
As highlighted in our Fig. 2(b), both the extinction (τλ) and
the albedo (ω(λ)) curves are very sensitive to dust composi-
tion/properties. These effects are discussed in the literature (e.g.
Seon & Draine 2016; Chastenet et al. 2017) and are strongly
linked to the choices of dust content/composition. They have to
be kept in mind.
3.4. Overall attenuation, dust geometrical distribution
In a galaxy, the overall attenuation affecting the stellar radiation
is governed by the dust content but also by the geometrical dis-
tribution of the dust inside the galaxy. On the one hand, the im-
pact of the dust content is quantified by the face-on FUV/optical
depth. On the other hand, the geometrical distribution of stars
and dust is taken into account through different geometrical
functions Φλ(τλ, ωλ). Φλ allows to build the effective attenua-
tion:
Aλ = −2.5 log10Φλ(τλ, ωλ) (6)
through the extinction curve τλ and the albedo curve ωλ. We
define in the next sections different geometrical functions Φλ
which are associated to the different environments/ISM-phases
or galaxy components (disk/central bulge) of our modeled galax-
ies.
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(b) Extinction and Albedo
Fig. 2. (a): Absorption (σabs, upper panel) and scattering (σsca cross sections, lower panel). In each panel, PAH, VSG and BG
are shown respectively in blue, light-blue and green, respectively. The gray curve shows the total absorption. We assume fPAH =
fPAH,0 = 4.57%. The mass fraction of BG and VSG (given in the left panel) are then deduced using the random-walk technique. (b)
Extinction (τλ) curves normalized to the FUV band. We compare those extinction curves to observational measurements: Mathis
et al. (1983) Milky-Way (dashed black line) and Gordon et al. (2003) for SMC (gold solid line), LMC (orange solid line) and Milky-
Way (red solid line). Lower Panel: Albedo (ωλ). In the two panels, the color of the curves is linked to the PAH fraction assumed,
from 10−2 × fPAH,0 (in blue) to 10 × fPAH,0 (in green).
In Devriendt et al. (1999) or De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) the
effective attenuation is calibrated according to the Visible (V)
band, which is linked to both gas surface density and metallicity
(Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange (1987)). However, the analy-
sis done in Boquien et al. (2013) (their Fig. 2) indicates that at-
tenuation, measured in the Far Ultra-Violet (FUV) band, is more
reliable than in the V-band. They show that the relative scatter
of the attenuation in the FUV-band is 30% to 50% smaller than
in the V-band. These results are only valid for disk galaxies and
we thus applied a FUV-band normalization based on Boquien
et al. (2013) to the disks only. We kept the V-band scaling for
the bulges.
3.4.1. Contents and morphologies of galaxies; impact on the
effective attenuation.
In a given galaxy, the gas/dust distribution is strongly linked to
the morphology. Each galaxy is composed of a disk and a po-
tential central bulge. In each disk, the G.A.S. model follows the
evolution of two main gas phases: a diffuse warm gas hosting the
oldest stars (> 5 × 107 yrs) and NGMC Giant Molecular Clouds
hosting the youngest stars.
Three different geometrical functions are associated to these
three different environments. For the bulge component we adopt
a Dwek geometry (Sect. 3.4.2). We use the classical Slab (Sect.
3.4.3) geometry for the diffuse ISM. In addition to this Slab
geometry, young stars evolving in GMCs are described with a
screen geometry (Sect. 3.4.4). In all these cases, we assume that
the dust content can affect the stellar radiation of the component
only if the gas metallicity is sufficiently high: 12 + log(O/H) >
6.5, else we neglect the dust attenuation.
3.4.2. Bulge environments: the Dwek geometry
As explained in Sect. 2.4, during a major merger old stars are
transferred into a central bulge. Some gas, with metals, is pro-
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duced by stellar evolution into the bulge. dust formed in this gas
phase generate an extinction of the stellar light. We assume that
stars and dust are homogeneously mixed and we use the Dwek
geometrical function (Lucy et al. 1989; Dwek & Va´rosi 1996;
Devriendt et al. 1999):
ΦS PHλ =
aλ
1 − ωλ + ωλaλ , (7)
where
aλ =
3
4kλ
1 − 1
2k2λ
+
 1kλ + 12k2λ
 exp(−2kλ) , (8)
and
kλ = τS PHλ = τ
S PH
V ×
τλ
τλ(λV )
. (9)
τS PHV , the reference depth in (V-band), varies with the metal mass
fraction1 χZ and the hydrogen column density NH following
(Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 1987; Devriendt et al. 1999):
τS PHV = 2.619
(
χZ
χ
)1.6 ( NH
2.1 × 1021at · cm−2
)
(10)
The hydrogen column density is computed within the half mass
radius and we assume an homogeneous gas metallicity in the
bulge.
3.4.3. disk diffuse ISM environments: the Slab geometry
To describe the dust attenuation in the diffuse warm ISM of each
galaxy disk we use the standard Slab geometry. This distribu-
tion is defined as an infinite plane-parallel in which stars, gas
and dust are perfectly mixed over the same scale. We use:
ΦIS Mλ =
1 − exp
(
−
√
1 − ωIS Mλ τIS Mλ /cos i
)
√
1 − ωIS Mλ τIS Mλ /cos i
(11)
where i is the inclination angle of the disk with respect to the z
axis of the simulated box. τIS Mλ is defined as followed:
τIS Mλ = τ
IS M
FUV ×
τλ
τλ(λFUV )
(12)
The extinction curve τλ is built according to the dust composi-
tion (see Sect. 3.2, Eq. 4) of the diffuse ISM. This composition
depends of the diffuse gas phase metallicity ZIS Mg . The face on
UV depth τIS MFUV is calculated as in Boquien et al. (2013) (their
Eq. 13):
τIS MFUV =
(
1.926 + 0.051 × ΣIS MH
)
× 10[0.947×ZIS Mg −9] (13)
To compute the hydrogen surface density ΣIS MH we assume that
half of the hydrogen mass, is stored in the half mass radius of the
galaxy. ZIS Mg is settled to the gas-phase metallicity specifically
associated with the diffuse warm gas contained into the disk.
In Eq. 11, the albedo is taken into account through the factor√
1 − ωλ.
1 We assume a solar metal mass fraction: χ = 0.02
3.4.4. Additional attenuation from Giant Molecular Clouds
New stars are embedded in some GMCs. These dense structures
generate an additional attenuation that we model by applying a
Screen geometrical function:
ΦGMCλ = exp
(
−√1 − ωλτGMCλ ) (14)
Albedo ωλ and extinction curve τGMCλ are computed following
the dust composition of the structured gas phase. τGMCλ is nor-
malized to the FUV band thought:
τGMCλ = τ
GMC
FUV ×
τλ
τλ(λFUV )
(15)
The normalization factor τGMCFUV is settled with Eq. 13. For that, all
GMC formed in a galaxy are assumed to be similar. For a GMC,
the average hydrogen surface density is computed by assuming
that all the hydrogen mass is stored in NGMC spherical clouds of
radius RGMC = 3h/8 (see Cousin et al. (2018)). Normalization
also depends on the structured gas metallicity ZGMCg . Metallicity
in the dense phase is slightly higher than in the diffuse medium.
3.5. The attenuated stellar spectra
A galaxy contains up to three distinct stellar populations asso-
ciated with three different geometrical distributions. We build
up the three spectral energy distributions (SED) associated with
each stellar population:
– the young stellar population, in the disk: (λIλ)GMC ,
– the old stellar population in the disk: (λIλ)IS M ,
– the old stellar population in the central bulge: (λIλ)S PH .
The overall extinguished stellar spectrum is then given by
(λIλ) = ΦIS Mλ Φ
GMC
λ (λIλ)GMC
+ ΦIS Mλ (λIλ)IS M
+ ΦS PHλ (λIλ)S PH
(16)
3.6. Infrared energy budget
The bolometric luminosity produced by stars is:
L? =
∫
(Iλ)?dλ [L] (17)
where (Iλ)? is the non-extinguished stellar SED (Sect. 2.3).
By assuming that dust in the diffuse ISM and in GMC ab-
sorbs a fraction of this radiation and re-emits it the IR range, the
energy balance leads to a total IR luminosity given by:
LIR = L? −
∫
(Iλ)dλ [L] , (18)
where (Iλ) is the extinguished stellar SED build throught Eq. 16.
3.7. Effective dust attenuation
The attenuation is a combination of the three distinct attenua-
tions associated with the distinct stellar populations. For sim-
plicity, and to allow a comparison with observations, we define
the effective attenuation:
Φ
e f f
λ =
(λIλ)
(λIλ)?
and Ae f fλ = −2.5log10Φe f fλ . (19)
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Fig. 3. Median effective attenuation curves as functions of the
disk inclination for a random star-forming galaxy sample ex-
tracted between z = 4 and z = 1.5. The galaxy sample has been
divided in 9 bins of disk inclination, from face-on (0◦) to edge-on
disks (90◦). The color code indicates different disk inclinations.
The median trend of the full sample is plotted with the solid
gray line. We compare this trend with a set of standard attenu-
ation curves, Calzetti et al. (2000): circles, Reddy et al. (2016):
squares and Gordon et al. (2003) (SMC): triangles.
Once dust/stars geometry and dust properties are fixed, the
FUV depth (used as normalization) and the disk inclination
are the two last key parameters for the effective attenuation.
Fig. 3 shows the impact of disk inclination. As expected (e.g.
Chevallard et al. 2013), face-on disks show a steeper attenu-
ation curves than edge-on disks. Between these two extreme
cases we observe a slow evolution of the slope of the atten-
uation curve. We compare these median attenuation curves to
both Calzetti et al. (2000) and Reddy et al. (2016) laws. In
the wavelength range λ ∈ [0.5 − 1] µm our median attenua-
tion curves are in excellent agreement with Calzetti et al. (2000)
measurements. Our median attenuation curves corresponding to
the highest inclinations are above that of Calzetti et al. (2000).
For λ ∈ [0.1 − 0.5] µm and for the majority of disk inclinations,
our median attenuation curves are steeper than the Calzetti et al.
(2000) law and closer to those measured by Reddy et al. (2016).
However, our median attenuation curves are shallower than the
attenuation law measured by Reddy et al. (2016). The sample of
galaxies used to explore the evolution of the effective attenua-
tion curve are randomly selected between z = 4.0 and z = 1.0
and for stellar mass M? > 107M. It is important to note that for
this large stellar mass window, our results do not vary with the
redshift.
In a given disk inclination bin, the variation of the optical
depth in FUV band leads to a large scatter around the median
trend. This scatter can be larger than the one resulting from the
variation of inclination. To illustrate this scatter we select galax-
ies with inclinations between 30◦ and 50◦. In this sub-sample, we
show in Fig.4 the trend of the attenuation curve as a function of
the absolute attenuation in the FUV band (AFUV ). As expected,
a lower AFUV is associated with a steeper attenuation curve. In
the wavelength range λ ∈ [0.1−0.5] µm, the median trend of this
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Fig. 4. Variation of the median effective attenuation curves with
AFUV (color coded). We only select here galaxies with a disk
inclination between 30◦ and 50◦. The median trend of the full
sample is plotted with the solid gray line. We compare this trend
to a set of standard attenuation curves, Calzetti et al. (2000):
circles, Reddy et al. (2016): squares and Gordon et al. (2003)
(SMC): triangles.
sub-sample of galaxies lies between the Calzetti et al. (2000) and
the Reddy et al. (2016) attenuation curves. Galaxies experienc-
ing a very low FUV attenuation can have a steeper attenuation
curve than the measurements of Reddy et al. (2016). In contrast,
galaxies with a strong attenuation in FUV band show a shallower
attenuation curve than Calzetti et al. (2000) law. According to
these trends, the absolute extinction in FUV band seems to be
the main driver of the extinction even if it is difficult to extract a
unique main contributor driving the attenuation curve slope.
The observed scatter of the distribution of our effective atten-
uation curves is fully consistent with recent models implemented
in hydrodynamic simulations, especially the recent study per-
formed at z = 5.0 by Cullen et al. (2017) (their Fig. 12) in the
context of the First Billion Years projects.
4. Luminosity functions
We now compare our predictions with some luminosity func-
tion measurements. We focus on the UV Luminosity Function
(UVLF) and the IR Luminosity Functions (IRLF). Luminosity
functions are built for stellar masses greater than 107M. This
mass threshold corresponds to our stellar mass resolution. Close
and below this mass, our predictions are incomplete and suffer of
numerical instabilities. Particularly, gas-phase metallicity cannot
be computed and dust composition cannot be defined. According
to the star formation histories and the evolution of the stellar
populations metallicity, this mass threshold corresponds to dif-
ferent UV magnitudes and IR luminosities limits and varies with
z. In Figs. 5 and 6 we present luminosity function only above the
turnover, which is specific of the incompleteness of the data.
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Fig. 5. UV luminosity functions. The different panels correspond to different redshift ranges. Predictions of our model are com-
pared to a set of observations: Arnouts et al. (2005): dark-blue circles, Oesch et al. (2010): dark-green up-triangles, Cucciati et al.
(2012): blue circles, McLure et al. (2013): orange down-triangles, Oesch et al. (2013) yellow up-triangles, Alavi et al. (2014): green
low-triangles, Parsa et al. (2016): dark-green diamonds, Hagen et al. (2015): grey low-triangles, Bouwens et al. (2015) lightblue
pentagons, Finkelstein et al. (2015): lightgreen squares, Atek et al. (2015): light-green up-triangles and Livermore et al. (2017):
purple pentagons. In each panel fext indicates the fraction of the intrinsic UV emission of stars, which is attenuated by dust. The tick
marks on the left side of each panel allow to link the comoving density to the effective number of galaxies taken into account in the
luminosity function.
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4.1. UV luminosity functions
4.1.1. The overall evolution
Fig. 5 shows the predictions for the UVLF at different red-
shifts. UV Magnitudes have been computed by convoluting the
rest-frame spectrum of each galaxy with the GALEX (Martin
et al. 2005a) FUV transfer function2. We compare our predic-
tions with a large set of observational data coming from Arnouts
et al. (2005), Oesch et al. (2010), Cucciati et al. (2012), McLure
et al. (2013), Oesch et al. (2013), Alavi et al. (2014), Parsa et al.
(2016), Hagen et al. (2015), Bouwens et al. (2015), Finkelstein
et al. (2015), Atek et al. (2015) and Livermore et al. (2017).
For all redshifts, we show the attenuated and intrinsic lumi-
nosity function. At all redshifts, the attenuated UVLFs and mea-
surements are in very good agreement. However, at z'9.0 and at
z = 3.0 our predictions are slightly below the observations, es-
pecially in the bright end part of the luminosity function at z =
3.0 and in the low-luminosity range at z'9.0. At z'9.0 the num-
ber of galaxies taken into account in the predicted UVLF is low
(<500). At these very high redshifts, measurements are based
on only few galaxies and may suffer from strong uncertainties.
UVLFs are therefore affected by statistical noise. At z '3.0,
UVLFs are built with a larger number of objects: the discrepancy
between observational measurements and prediction cannot be
only explained by uncertainties. At z ' 3.0 specifically, mod-
elled galaxies seem to be affected by a too strong attenuation, es-
pecially in the high luminosity (and also mass) range. This trend
is also confirmed by the behavior of the K-band luminosity func-
tion at this redshift (Cousin, in preparation). The IR luminosity
function (Fig. 6) indicates that the IR energy absorbed by dust in
this high luminosity regime is in agreement with observations.
In addition, the stellar mass function presented in paper I also
shows a good agreement with measurements. The discrepancy
noted at z ' 3.0 cannot be therefore currently explained.
At all redshifts and for the range of magnitudes considered
here, the shape of the intrinsic UVLF is compatible with a power
law. At highest luminosities a break appears. It is only due to the
exponential decrease of the number of galaxies present in the
volume. On the contrary, the shape of the extinguished UVLF
evolves with both the redshift and the UV luminosity. At high
redshifts (z ≥ 6.0), the shape of the extinguished UVLF is still
compatible with a power law but with a steeper slope than the un-
extinguished UVLF. For redshifts z<6.0, the extinguished UVLF
clearly shows two different shapes. In the low luminosity range
MUV > −20, the shape is compatible with a power law. However,
in the high luminosity range (MUV < −20), we find an exponen-
tial decrease.
4.1.2. How many energy is absorbed by dust ?
By comparing the attenuated (ext) and the intrinsic (int) UV lu-
minosities of all the galaxies produced by our model at a given
redshift, it is possible to compute the fraction of UV radiation
absorbed by dust. At a given redshift, we sum separately the ex-
tinguished and the intrinsic UV luminosities over all galaxies.
We define the UV extinguished fraction as the ratio of these two
quantities:
fext = 1.0 −
∑
LextFUV∑
LintFUV
(20)
2 Obviously, similar results are obtained by convoluting for example
i, r, or u filter bands with the redshifted galaxy spectrum.
This fraction is indicated in each panel of Fig. 5. Our model
predicts an UV extinguished fraction of 40% at z'9.0. At this
redshift, only the most massive galaxies (M? > 1010.5M) are
affected by dust extinction. For the galaxies with lower mass, the
average metallicity is too low. The fraction of UV radiation ab-
sorbed by dust progressively increases when redshift decreases.
At z'8.2 our model predicts that roughly half of the UV radia-
tion produced by young stars is absorbed by dust. This fraction
reaches 60%, 70% and 80% at z ' 7.0, 5.0 and 3.0. Obviously
this progressive increase of the dust attenuation is linked to the
progressive increase of the gas-phase metallicity in galaxies. At
lower redshift (z≤ 2.0), the fraction of UV radiation absorbed by
dust still increase but much more slowly. At z'0.3 the fraction
of UV radiation absorbed by dust reaches a value of ' 86%.
By integrating a compilation of UV and IR luminosity func-
tions, Burgarella et al. (2013) found a similar ratio of 85±10 %
and 84±13 % at z=2.2 and z=3.15, respectively. These results
agrees at less than 1σ with our model, which predicts 82 and
79 %, respectively. At higher redshifts, only weak constraints are
available in the far-infrared (Madau & Dickinson 2014), since
the limited depth of the instruments does not allow us to con-
strain accurately the position of the knee of the luminosity func-
tion. Burgarella et al. (2013) used the attenuations estimated
by Bouwens et al. (2009) to put constraints at higher redshifts
and found that the equality between UV and IR (fext = 50 %)
is reached at z'6. Several teams also tried using various mod-
eling approaches to estimate the evolution of the ratio between
obscured and unobscured star formation density. A similar value
is found by the empirical model of Be´thermin et al. (2017) and
in the measurement of the obscured star formation rate density
from the CIB anisotropies from Maniyar et al. (2018). In con-
trast, it disagrees with Koprowski et al. (2017) who predicts
a transition around z'3 based on their empirical modeling ap-
proach.
4.2. IR luminosity functions
4.2.1. The evolution of the total IR luminosity function
Fig. 6 shows our predictions for the total IR luminosity func-
tion at different redshifts. We compare our results with mea-
surements coming from Caputi et al. (2007), Rodighiero et al.
(2010), Gruppioni et al. (2013), Magnelli et al. (2013), Marchetti
et al. (2016) and Koprowski et al. (2017).
Our predictions are in general in very good agreement with
observations. At all redshifts presented here, the total IR lumi-
nosity function predicted by our G.A.S. model is fully compat-
ible with a double power-law. A knee between the two regimes
(low and high luminosities) appears around LIR ' 1012L at
z'6.0. The break progressively shift to lower luminosity. At
z ≤ 1.0 the knee appears around LIR ' 1011.5L.
For the redshifts z'2.8 and '3.7, even if the bright ends are
in good agreement with the recent Koprowski et al. (2017) esti-
mates, G.A.S. seems to over-predict the density of IR galaxies
for LIR < 1012L. However we also note strong tensions between
different measurements at these high redshifts.
Even if measurements are not available at z > 4.0, we show
the G.A.S. predictions at z = 4.7, 6.1 and 6.9 in the three
lower panels of Fig. 6. These IRLF highlight that IR luminosi-
ties higher than 1012L can already be reached by galaxies at
z'7. Metal production and dust assembly is therefore already
very active at this epoch. This prediction is in agreement with
hydrodynamic simulations, other SAM taking into account dust
obscuration (e.g. Clay et al. 2015) and also recent observations
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Fig. 6. IR luminosity functions. The different panels are associated with different redshift ranges. G.A.S. model predictions are
only plotted above the stellar mass completeness limit (107M). We compare our results with measurements done by Caputi et al.
(2007): green squares, Rodighiero et al. (2010): lightgreen diamonds, Gruppioni et al. (2013): blue circles, Magnelli et al. (2013):
lightblue pentagons, Marchetti et al. (2016): purple squares and Koprowski et al. (2017): dark blue triangles. The solid grey line
gives the total IR luminosity function (including diffuse disk ISM, GMCs, and bulge). The gray dashed line gives the IR luminosity
function that takes into account only the GMC environment and therefore only the young stars contribution. The tick marks on the
left side of each panel allow to link the comoving density to the effective number of galaxies taken into account in the luminosity
function.
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of high redshift (z>6) heavily-obscured galaxies (e.g. Bowler
et al. 2018; Watson et al. 2015).
4.2.2. Contributions of the different environments, Is there an
excess of cold dust at low redshift ?
In addition to the total IR luminosity function, we also plot
in each panel of the Fig. 6 the luminosity function build only
with the IR luminosity coming from GMC environments (young
stars). The fraction fGMC of the IR luminosity coming from
GMC environments is also indicated in each panel.
At high redshift (z > 3.5) this fraction reaches very high val-
ues (>80, 95%). The large majority of the IR light comes from
dense strongly attenuated GMCs. Between z = 1.5 and z = 3.5
this fraction is still larger than 60%. For z < 1.5 the contribution
of GMC progressively decreases and reaches ' 53% at z = 0.9.
The contribution of the oldest stars evolving in the diffuse ISM
appears progressively. However, the majority of the IR luminos-
ity always comes from GMCs illuminated by young stars.
At z ≤ 0.6 the fraction of IR luminosity coming from the
GMC environment drops below 50% and even reaches 39% at
z'0.1. The contribution of old stars is therefore slightly dom-
inant. In parallel, at z = 0.4 and z = 0.1, our G.A.S. model
generates a slight over-density of IR galaxies. The IR emission
is slightly too high for the full IR luminosity range explored.
However, if we focus only onto the GMC contribution the agree-
ment at these low redshift is very good. The IR emission coming
from the cold dust component hosted by the diffuse ISM is prob-
ably too high. This trend is confirmed in the G.A.S.III paper. IR
number counts and the comparison of the IR SEDs with recent
measurements reveal an excess of IR light emitted by the cold
dust component, mainly in the massive local (z < 0.5) galaxy
population.
4.2.3. The impact of the latest disruption episode on massive
IR bright galaxies
At all redshifts explored here, the gap existing between the total
and the GMC-only IR luminosity functions seems indicated that
the contribution of the GMC to the total IR luminosity seems
lower at the bright-end than at the faint-end of the IR luminosity
function. To explore this trend we compute the contribution of
GMCs for both the faint IR-galaxies (LIR < 1011.5L) and the
bright IR-galaxies (LIR > 1011.5L). These median fractions are
indicated in the bottom of each panel of Fig. 6.
At all redshifts shown here, the contribution of the GMCs
( fGMC) is found to be larger in luminous IR galaxies (LIR >
1011.5L) than in faint IR galaxies (LIR < 1011.5L). This trend
is especially true at high redshifts. At z ≤ 1.5, the contributions
of the two galaxy populations are closer and vary between 60%
and 40%.
This trend is explained by the progressive evolution with the
stellar mass (IR luminosity) of the dense/fragmented gas frac-
tion. In the star-forming galaxy sample, massive/IR-luminous
galaxies (M? ≥ 1010.5M, LIR ≥ 1010.5L) the gas content
is less structured/fragmented than in less massive and less IR-
luminous galaxies. In massive galaxies, we observe a progres-
sive decrease of the gas accretion. This leads to a decrease of
the star formation activity. However, SN feedback still disrupts
the dense/fragmented gas after the last star formation episode
(G.A.S. I paper). The impact of the latest disruption episode
impacting the GMCs leads to a more diffuse ISM and therefore
to an attenuation slightly lower in massive (IR-luminous) galax-
ies than in the less massive ones.
5. Dust attenuation
The IRX can be used to measure the attenuation in FUV AFUV .
Many efforts have been made to link IRX (and therefore AFUV )
to galaxy properties like the slope of the UV spectrum, the stel-
lar mass or the star formation rate (e.g. Meurer et al. 1999; Buat
et al. 1999; Gordon et al. 2000; Bell 2002; Kong et al. 2004;
Calzetti et al. 2005; Seibert et al. 2005; Cortese et al. 2006;
Boissier et al. 2007; Salim et al. 2007, 2009; Treyer et al. 2007;
Boquien et al. 2009; Buat et al. 2010; Takeuchi et al. 2010).
In this section we explore the variations of IRX with galaxy
properties such as gas-phase metallicity and stellar population
(age and mass). For the IRX-β relation we also analyze its depen-
dency with disk inclination and slope of the attenuation curve.
Our analysis is based on a star-forming galaxies sample.
We only keep galaxies with a mass higher than 108M. A star-
forming galaxy is defined following the Main Sequence SFR–
M? relation calibrated by Schreiber et al. (2015). We consider
that a galaxy is star forming if its specific star formation rate
sSFR is greater3 than 1/4 × (S FRMS /M?).
5.1. The IRX – AFUV relation
In star forming galaxies, the link between IRX and AFUV has
been explored by Buat et al. (2005), Cortese et al. (2008) or
Boquien et al. (2012) and also by using radiative transfer models
(e.g. Witt et al. 2006).
Fig. 7 shows the IRX-AFUV relation based on a star forming
galaxies sample extracted at z = 1.5. Our predictions agrees with
the relation from Buat et al. (2005).
Even if the large majority of galaxies lies around the para-
metric relation, we see from Fig. 7 that a scatter progressively
appears at high IRX and high AFUV . As highlighted on Fig. 7
this scatter is linked to the age of the stellar population hosted
by galaxies. At a given IRX, a lower AFUV is associated with an
older stellar population. Similarly, at a given AFUV , larger IRXs
also corresponds to older stellar populations. We clearly see that
the scatter of the relation increases with IRX. The variation with
the luminosity-weighted stellar population age observed in our
G.A.S model is in agreement with the analysis done by Cortese
et al. (2008). They conclude that, at a given IRX, active star
forming galaxies (with young stars) are more attenuated than
passive galaxies (with old stars). In Fig. 7, our results are ob-
tained at z=1.5, but similar trends and behaviors can also be ex-
tracted at other redshifts. We do not observe any variation of the
IRX-AFUV relation with the redshift.
5.2. The IRX – gas metallicity relation
The production of dust in the ISM is closely linked to the metal
enrichment of the gas phase and a correlation between IRX and
gas phase metallicity is expected. Such a correlation has been
found in nearby galaxies by e.g. Boquien et al. (2009). In their
sample, galaxies with higher metallicities have higher IRX.
Fig. 8 shows the IRX–Zg relation built from our z=1.5 star
forming galaxy sample. As discuss previously, the effective at-
tenuation is mainly produced by the GMC environment as-
sociated with the dense/fragmented gas phase. The average
3 We checked that our results are not significantly affected if we use
instead a threshold of 1/3 or 1/5.
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Fig. 7. IRX-AFUV relation derived from a star forming galaxies
sample extracted at z = 1.5. The gray solid line marks our best
fit. For comparison we also plot the Buat et al. (2005) best fit
(black solid line). Colored points show a sub sample that is uni-
formly selected in the IRX-AFUV plan. The color scale shows
the luminosity-weighted age of the stellar population hosted by
the galaxy.
gas metallicity used in Fig. 8 is therefore computed in the
dense/fragmented gas phase according to Eq. 1.
In Fig. 8, the majority of our star forming galaxies lie at Zg <
8.5. In this low metallicity regime, the dispersion is high (close
to 2 dex) and it is difficult to extract any trend between the IRX
and the gas-phase metallicity.
However, at high metallicity, i.e. Zg > 8.5 we observe a
clear correlation with the IRX increasing with the average gas
phase metallicity. In this domain, the median trend is in good
agreement with the measurements performed by Pannella et al.
(2015). However, the data points obtained from star-forming
galaxies evolving in nearby clusters by Cortese et al. (2006)
mainly lie below our median trend. At a given metallicity, local
star forming galaxies are therefore less attenuated. This behav-
ior could be associated with a less structured and less dense ISM
in low redshift galaxies. As discuss previously (Sect. 4.2), when
the redshift decreases, we observed in our simulated galaxies a
decrease of the structured gas fraction. In parallel we can also
note an increase of the characteristic size (exponential radius)
of disks. These trends are especially marked in massive galax-
ies (i.e with Zg > 8.0). Due to these two conjugated trends, the
average gas density and the effective attenuation are therefore
probably lower in low redshift galaxies (z < 1.0) than at higher
redshifts (here z = 1.5).
5.3. The IRX–M? relation
Our median IRX–M? relation is plotted on Fig. 9. It agrees
well with observational measurements (e.g. Heinis et al. 2014;
Whitaker et al. 2014; Pannella et al. 2015). As observed, our
model predicts a broad correlation between the stellar mass and
the dust attenuation. In this context, the stellar mass has to be
seen as a tracer of the galaxy activity, which is connected to the
amount of metals produced by a galaxy since its formation (e.g.
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Fig. 8. IRX–Zg relation for star forming main sequence galax-
ies extracted at z = 1.5. The gas-phase metallicity is computed
as the Oxygen over Hydrogen abundance: Zg = 12 + log(O/H).
We focus here on the dense/fragmented gas phase metallicity.
The blue density shows the complete star-forming galaxy sam-
ple. The solid gray line shows the median trend of this sample.
Dashed gray lines indicate the 15% and 85% quantiles of the
distribution. We compare the G.A.S. model with observational
measurements coming from Pannella et al. (2015) and Cortese
et al. (2006).
Cousin et al. 2016; Tremonti et al. 2004; Andrews & Martini
2013). Through the stellar mass, we roughly trace the dust en-
richment of the ISM.
It is often difficult to get both UV and IR luminosities for
individual objects, especially at high redshift. The IRX is there-
fore mainly measured using stacking techniques (e.g. Be´thermin
et al. 2012; Hilton et al. 2012): for a given stellar mass, IRX
is defined as the ratio of the average IR luminosity to the aver-
age UV luminosity: IRX =< LIR > / < LUV > (stacking esti-
mator). We compute this estimator in our different stellar mass
bins. As shown in Fig. 9, we do not observe strong differences
between our median and this stacking estimator in the low mass
range (M? < 1010M). At larger stellar masses M? > 1010.5M,
our stacking estimator reaches lower IRX values than the me-
dian trend and therefore, in this high mass regime, values and
shape of the stacking estimator are in better agreement with ob-
servational measurements performed by Heinis et al. (2014) and
Pannella et al. (2015). In parallel, in this high mass regime, our
median estimator shows a better agreement with Whitaker et al.
(2014).
Around the median trend, we also plot in Fig. 9 the disper-
sion limits of the relation. These two limits correspond to the
15% and 85% percentiles of the distribution in a given stellar
mass bin. For stellar masses M? > 109.5M, we observe a large
scatter around the median relation of about 1.2 dex in average
(and therefore a average dispersion of 0.6 dex). This dispersion
is in good agreement with the largest error bars of the measure-
ments which are estimated to be 0.4-0.7 dex (Heinis et al. 2014;
Pannella et al. 2015). We note from Fig. 9 that the dispersion
mainly comes from the high IRX domain. Our G.A.S. model
predicts IRX larger than 103 for all the stellar mass domain ex-
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Fig. 9. IRX–M? relation for star forming main sequence galax-
ies extracted at z = 1.5. The blue density shows the complete
sample. The dashed gray line shows the median relation. The
solid gray line shows the mean relation computed using IRX =
< LIR > / < LUV >, to be consistent with what is measured
by stacking. Around the median relation, dotted gray lines indi-
cates the 15% and 85% quantiles of the distribution. We compare
our predictions with observational measurements from Pannella
et al. (2015) (orange pentagons), Heinis et al. (2014) (yellow
squares) and Whitaker et al. (2014) (solid red line).
plored. These very extinguished galaxies are probably lost by the
UV-selected sample used by (Heinis et al. 2014).
5.3.1. Correlation with UV luminosity
In Fig. 10, we highlight the typical UV luminosity of galaxies
depending on their position in the IRX–M? diagram by select-
ing a sample uniformly in the IRX–M? plan. Due to this homo-
geneous selection, the dispersion of these points is much larger
than the scatter of the relation given above. This random sub-
sample reveals a clear evolution of the extinguished UV lumi-
nosity with the IRX. At a given stellar mass, the observed UV lu-
minosity decreases when the IRX increases in very good agree-
ment with observational measurements of Heinis et al. (2014)
(see their Fig. 6, C1 and C2).
As mentioned previously, Fig. 10 shows that our model pre-
dicts the existence of galaxies with a very strong attenuation
(IRX > 103). These galaxies are associated with < 108L ob-
served UV luminosities, close from the lower limit of the Heinis
et al. (2014) UV-selected sample. These very UV-faint galaxies
can therefore explain the large scatter predicted by our model.
To confirm this hypothesis, we limit our star-forming galax-
ies to galaxies with an extinguish UV luminosity higher than
LUV > 108.5L. With this sample, we do not observe any varia-
tion of our mean or median IRX–M? relation, which are domi-
nated by luminous UV galaxies. However the scatter of the re-
lation falls to 0.9 and therefore the dispersion to 0.45 dex which
is fully compatible with dispersion measurements (Heinis et al.
2014).
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Fig. 10. IRX–M? relation for main sequence galaxies at z = 1.5.
We plot the 15% and 85% percentiles of the distribution (dashed
grey lines). Colored points correspond to a random sample uni-
formly distributed in the IRX–M? plan, with a color scale linked
to the extinguished UV luminosity of the galaxies.
5.3.2. Evolution with redshift
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the IRX–M? relation with redshift
(from z = 1.5 to z = 5.9) obtained using our stacking estimator.
At all redshifts explored here, the scatter is similar and close to
∼1.2 dex.
At stellar mass above 1010.5M, we observe a decrease of
the IRX with the stellar mass. The mass threshold of this de-
crease shifts to lower mass when the redshift is increasing (from
' 1010.5 to ' 109.5M from z = 1.5 to z = 6, respectively). This
decrease at high stellar mass is also observed by Whitaker et al.
(2014) with a trend similar to which is seen in our model. As
previously (Sects. 4.2, 5.2), we explain this turn-over with the
evolution of the contribution of the GMC environment. Massive
galaxies are less-structured and therefore show a lower attenua-
tion than in less massive and more structured galaxies.
For M? < 1010.5M, at a given stellar mass, our model pre-
dicts an increase of the average IRX with the redshift. Even if
we note some tension in the absolute IRX values measured4 by
Whitaker et al. (2014) and Heinis et al. (2014), these two studies
do not observe the increase predicted by our G.A.S. model. For
example, the average relations given by Heinis et al. (2014) or
Pannella et al. (2015) are valid from z = 4.0 to z = 1.5. The dis-
crepancy is mainly visible a z > 3.0. At lower redshift the large
dispersion (' 1.1 dex) can explain the discrepancy. At z > 4.0,
IR and therefore IRX measurements are not currently available
on a sufficiently large sample of galaxies. It is therefore diffi-
cult to put strong constraints on the amount of energy effectively
absorbed by dust. At these high redshifts our UVLF agrees well
with the measurements. To reduce the effective IRX and keep the
UVLF similar, the overall attenuation has to be slightly reduced
and the amount of young stars also reduced such as to keep a
constant apparent UV emission. However, the amounts of stars
currently predicted by G.A.S.at these redshifts agree well with
4 These studies use different observational data: Spitzer for Whitaker
et al. (2014), Herschel for Heinis et al. (2014) and Pannella et al. (2015)
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Fig. 11. Variation of the IRX–M? relation for main sequence
galaxies from z = 1.5 to z ' 6.0. The colored solid lines show
the mean (obtained using IRX = < LIR > / < LUV >) relation.
Our predictions are compared to measurements coming from
Whitaker et al. (2014) at z = 1.75 and z = 2.25. We also add aver-
age relations from Heinis et al. (2014), Pannella et al. (2015) and
McLure et al. (2018) which are available from 1.5 < z < 4.0. In
the bottom right corner are indicated the redshift of each sample
and the associated dispersion.
the most recent measurements. In that context, it is difficult to
explain the possible discrepancy.
5.4. The IRX–β relation
Fig. 12 shows the IRX–β relation based on our star forming
galaxies sample extracted at z = 1.5. To compute the UV slope
(β) we have fitted the rest-frame continuum of each galaxy with
a power law expressed as F(λ) ∝ λβ. We used a set of five photo-
metric points associated to filters 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 listed in Calzetti
et al. (1994) (their Table 2). Similarly to what we did for the the
IRX–M? relation, we derived both the median trend of the IRX
and the stacking estimator, i.e. the ratio of the mean IR luminos-
ity to the mean UV luminosity in a given bin of β.
Our two estimators show similar behaviors, but the median
is systematically lower than the mean. Our sample is in fact
dominated by low-SFR galaxies (< 1 M/yr) and therefore low-
luminosity galaxies. The median estimator simply reflects this
distribution, while the stacking mean estimator is more sensitive
to high SFRs (luminosity) values. Note that this bias also affect
observational measurements.
Our mean relation agrees well with measurements done by
Heinis et al. (2013) and Takeuchi et al. (2012). It is important to
note the large scatter of the distribution. Even if the majority of
our simulated galaxies are located between β ∈ [-1.5, 0.0] and
log10IRX∈ [0.0, 2.0], some galaxies can have log10IRX > 2.5.
Our simulated galaxies located above the median relations are in
a region that is known to be populated by IR bright galaxies at
all redshifts (e.g. Casey et al. 2014; Howell et al. 2010; Reddy
et al. 2012; Lo Faro et al. 2017).
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Fig. 12. IRX–β relation for main sequence galaxies at z = 1.5.
The median of the full sample (in blue) is shown with the dashed
gray line. The IRX mean is shown with the solid gray line.
Observations from Meurer et al. (1999), Overzier et al. (2011),
Takeuchi et al. (2012) and Heinis et al. (2013) are shown in solid
red, dot-dashed orange, dotted green and dashed yellow line,
respectively. We also add contours coming from measurements
performed in the COSMOS field by Casey et al. (2014).
5.4.1. Impact of the star formation history
The impact of the star formation history onto the IRX–β rela-
tion has been originally studied by Kong et al. (2004) and then
discussed and confirmed by several studies (Cortese et al. 2006,
2008; Boquien et al. 2009; Popping et al. 2017; Narayanan et al.
2018): older stellar populations lead to higher intrinsic values of
β. Narayanan et al. (2018) also found that galaxies hosting older
stellar populations are less obscured (the old stellar population
evolves in an ISM, which is less dense than in GMC) leading to
a lower IRX.
Star formation history is therefore a relevant parameter af-
fecting the IRX–β relation. However it is difficult to find a good
tracer of the average star formation history (see Boquien et al.
2009 for a complete discussion about the D4000 and b param-
eters). In our case we use the luminosity-weighted age of the
stellar population as tracer of the star formation history.
In Fig. 13, we highlight the luminosity-weighted age of a
sub-sample of galaxies from our model uniformly selected in
the IRX–β plan. We confirm the trend found by the previous
studies mentioned above: galaxies with older stellar populations
preferentially lie below the canonical Meurer et al. (1999) IRX–
β relation.
5.4.2. Impact of the attenuation curve
Recent observations done with the Atacama Large Millimetre
Array (ALMA) by e.g. Capak et al. 2015, Bouwens et al. 2016,
and Pope et al. 2017 (z > 4) or combined HST and Hershel/PACS
measurements (Reddy et al. 2018) (z > 1.5) have mainly popu-
lated the IRX-β diagram below the canonical relation of Meurer
et al. (1999). Those studies have increased the observed range
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Fig. 13. IRX–β relation for main sequence galaxies at z = 1.5.
colored point show a random sample of star forming galaxy uni-
formly distributed into the IRX–β plan. The color code is linked
to the luminosity-weighted stellar population age.
of β (<-1.0) at low IRX (<10). They concluded that such low
IRX and β values were consistent with a SMC attenuation curve
(stepper than MW attenuation curve) and the low metallicity ex-
pected for the high-redshift galaxies.
Fig. 14 shows the IRX–β relation at z = 1.5 with a color cod-
ing of the attenuation curve. The slope is computed using a linear
regression in the logλ–log(Aλ/AV ) plan. The attenuation Aλ/AV
is computed according to Eq. 19. The fitting procedure is applied
with seven photometric points (FUV, NUV and filters 1, 3, 5, 7
and 9 of Calzetti et al. 1994). To allow for an easy compari-
son with the standard Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation law, we
show in Fig. 14 a value normalized to the slope of the Calzetti
et al. (2000) attenuation law (-0.54 dex/µm). In other words, in
Fig. 14 slope log10σ > 0 (resp. log10σ < 0) indicates a steeper
(resp. flatter) attenuation curve than Calzetti et al. (2000) atten-
uation curve.
For comparison, in addition to our stacking estimator we
also include in Fig. 14 the average IRX–β relations computed by
Salmon et al. (2016) and derived from attenuation curves esti-
mated by i) Gordon et al. (2003) (SMC), ii) Calzetti et al. (2000)
and Reddy et al. (2015). As shown on Fig. 4, slopes of these at-
tenuation curves are different; Calzetti et al. (2000): -0.54dex/µm
(our reference), Reddy et al. (2015): -0.64 dex/µm, Gordon et al.
(2003): -1.23 dex/µm.
In Fig. 14, slopes of attenuation curves associated to our
simulated galaxies and trends of average IRX–β computed by
Salmon et al. (2016) are in good agreement. We clearly observe
that galaxies lying below the reference Meurer et al. (1999) rela-
tion have steeper attenuation curves (up to three times), consis-
tent with the SMC-like attenuation curves. Our G.A.S. model
is in perfect agreement with the recent studies performed by i.e.
Salmon et al. (2016), Lo Faro et al. (2017), or Reddy et al. (2018)
and with the simulations analyzed by Popping et al. (2017) or
Narayanan et al. (2018).
On the contrary, galaxies lying above the reference relations
have flatter attenuation curves (up to ten times, Lo Faro et al.
2017). As expected, for galaxies lying close to the reference rela-
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Fig. 14. IRX–β relation for main sequence galaxies at z = 1.5
with colored points marking the values of the slope of the atten-
uation curve. The right-hand axis indicates the normalised slope
of the attenuation curve. Σ is the ratio of the effective attenuation
curve slope and the slope of the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenua-
tion law (here: -0.54 dex/µm). In other words, log10Σ > 0 (resp.
log10Σ < 0) indicates a steeper (resp. flatter) attenuation curve
than Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve. We compare with
average IRX–β computed by Salmon et al. (2016) for attenua-
tion curves estimated by Gordon et al. (2003) (SMC), Calzetti
et al. (2000) and Reddy et al. (2015). These three average re-
lations are plotted with solid colored lines. As for the random
galaxies sample, the color code is linked to the normalized slope
of the attenuation curve.
tions, the slope of the attenuation curve is fully compatible with
the one of the Calzetti et al. (2000) sample.
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the G.A.S. model allows us to
produce a large set of effective attenuation curves agreeing with
recent measurements. These effective attenuation curves can be
flatter or steeper than the Calzetti et al. (2000) law. This di-
versity and the variation of the slope across the IRX–β plan is
fully linked to the capability of the G.A.S. model to associate
with each dust contents/metallicities of each galaxy components
(GMC, diffuse ISM) a dedicated extinction curve and therefore
a dedicated effective attenuation.
5.4.3. Evolution with the redshift
Fig. 15 shows the IRX–β relations for six different redshifts,
from z = 1.5 to z ' 6.0. We present relations built with the stack-
ing estimator. At a given β-slope, we note an increase of the
average attenuation with redshift (about 0.4 dex between z = 1.5
to z = 6.0). Using the 15% and 85% percentiles, we compute the
scatter of the relation that slightly decreases with the redshift,
from 0.5 dex at z ' 6.0 to '1.0 dex at z = 1.5. By taking into
account these scatters, the slopes and behaviors of our IRX–β
relations are compatible with the measurements, especially with
Heinis et al. (2013). While the measurements performed with
ALMA by Koprowski et al. (2018) are above our mean relation
at z = 3.35, the measurements at z = 3.87 and z = 4.79 agree
fairly well with our mean trend. As for the IRX–M? relation,
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Fig. 15. Variation of the IRX–β relation with redshift, from z =
1.5 to z ' 6.0. For each redshift, medians trends are shown with
thick coloured lines. Observational trends coming from Heinis
et al. (2013) and Meurer et al. (1999) are shown with dashed
and solid black lines respectively. Coloured points (according to
the redshift colour coding) mark the recent measurements per-
formed by Koprowski et al. (2018) with ALMA.
we see a progressive increase of the IRX with the redshift. This
trend is difficult to validate/invalidate with current observational
measurements.
6. Conclusion
We presented our implementation of dust extinction processes in
the G.A.S. galaxy evolution model. The effective attenuation is
assumed to be caused by three types of dust grain (PAH, VSG
and BG). Each galaxy in our model can host up to three com-
ponents: i) an homogeneous and diffuse ISM hosting old stars,
ii) some GMCs composed of fragmented/dense gas in which the
youngest stars are still embedded and iii) a central bulge compo-
nent hosting old stars transferred during major mergers. The pro-
portion of the different grains is driven by the PAH mass fraction
which is linked to the metallicity of each gas phase. The metal-
licity is computed separately in each phase according to their
metal content (mO) and following the oxygen to hydrogen abun-
dance. These different metallicities lead to different dust compo-
sitions in the different components. In each gas phase, the evo-
lution of the dust composition with the gas metallicity allows to
compute the attenuation curves that can be shallower or steeper
(SMC-like) than the extensively used Calzetti et al. (2000) at-
tenuation law. Even if the disk inclination affects the slope of
the attenuation curve, the absolute attenuation in the FUV band
appears to be the main driver.
For each simulated galaxy, we built the intrinsic and the at-
tenuated stellar spectrum. In each galaxy environment, the in-
trinsic stellar spectrum is computed following the explicit star
formation history and the metal enrichment. We then produced
intrinsic and extinguished UV luminosity functions, from z ' 9
to z = 0.1 and deduced the evolution of the absorbed fraction
of UV emission. The predictions of our model are in very good
agreement with measurements. We confirm that at least half of
the UV radiation is absorbed and reprocessed by dust at z ∼ 8.0.
Metal enrichment is therefore already very active at this epoch.
By assuming that all the energy absorbed in the UV-optical
wavelength range is reprocessed in the IR, we computed the IR
luminosity of each galaxy. The IR luminosity function predicted
by our model are in good agreement with existing observational
measurements (between z = 4.0 and z = 0.3). At z = 0.1 and z =
0.4 the model slightly overestimates the total IR luminosity func-
tion, especially in the bright-end. At higher z, our model predicts
that the most massive and most active star-forming galaxies can
reach IR luminosities close to 1012.5, even at z ' 7.
The analysis of the IR luminosity function reveals that the
main part of the IR radiation comes from the strongly-attenuated
GMCs, more than 80% at z > 3 and at least 50% at z = 1.0.
The contribution coming from GMCs in the total IR emission is
slightly higher in low mass/luminous IR galaxies, in which the
ISM is more structured/fragmented, than in high mass/luminous
IR galaxies.
We then focused on the InfraRed Excess. For z<3.0, the
IRX–M? relation predicted by our model agrees with the re-
cent measurements (e.g. Pannella et al. 2015; Heinis et al. 2014;
Reddy et al. 2010). This supports previous suggestions indicat-
ing that the stellar mass may be used as a rough proxy for dust
attenuation. The choice of the Zg − fPAH relation does not im-
pact this result. At z > 3.0, our model predicts an increase of the
average IRX for a given stellar mass, although this trend is not
observed (Pannella et al. (2015); Heinis et al. (2014); Whitaker
et al. (2014)).
The IRX-β correlation is one of the key tools to correct the
UV emission of star forming galaxies from dust attenuation. This
correlation is widely explored and discussed in the literature and
large scatters and departures are found. Consistently with the ob-
servations, the dispersion of the IRX-β relation predicted by our
model is large. At a given UV slope, some galaxies hosting a
strong star-formation activity (> 100M/yr) can reach IRX val-
ues 100 times larger than those predicted by the Meurer et al.
(1999) fiducial relation.
With our model, we confirm that galaxies hosting an “old”
(> 50Myr) stellar population lie preferentially below the Meurer
et al. (1999) relation. An attenuation law steeper than the Calzetti
et al. (2000) average attenuation law also shifts galaxies below
the Meurer et al. (1999) relation. The deviations from the stan-
dard relation are essentially driven by these two factors.
This analysis confirms that β is not a good tracer of dust
attenuation, especially in galaxies hosting a strong star formation
activity. The choice of the attenuation curve used to correct for
attenuation is therefore crucial and has to be taken with caution.
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Appendix A: PAHs
A.1. Impact of the Zg − fPAH relation
The Zg − fPAH relation is a strong assumption for the dust atten-
uation model implemented in G.A.S.. To illustrate its impact
on the effective attenuation, we created two modified relations,
mostly compatible with the lowest and the highest fPAH values
associated with the observed sample Draine et al. (2007); Ciesla
et al. (2014); Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015). The two relations are
defined following:
fPAH
fPAH,0
= 10−17.1+2.0(Zg−0.2) steeper envelope (A.1)
fPAH
fPAH,0
= 10−1.6+0.2(Zg−0.2) flatter envelope (A.2)
with fPAH,0 = 4.57%, which is the reference value for our
Galaxy.
In Fig. A.1 we compare the two modified relations with the
original one. According to Eq. A.1 and Eq. A.2 the amount of
PAH is respectively reduced and increased in the gas phases. In
the two cases, the dust composition of low-metallicity galaxies
(Zg < 8.0) is strongly affected.
To highlight the impact of these new Zg − fPAH relations, we
compare in Fig. A.2 the effective attenuation (Eq. 19) produced
by both the original (AOrig) and the modified (AModif) relations.
The analysis is performed on a sub-sample of galaxies, ran-
domly selected at different redshifts. Attenuations are computed
for both the FUV and the NUV bands. For the two bands and the
two modified relations, the impact is small (only up to 0.15 Mag)
and mainly affects bright galaxies. As expected, a smaller(larger)
fraction of PAH leads to galaxies slightly more(less) luminous.
We note that the impact is higher in the NUV than in the
FUV band. This trend is fully expected. Indeed, as presented in
Sects. 3.4.3 and 3.4.2 the effective attenuation in the FUV band
is fixed according to both the hydrogen column density and the
gas phase metallicity, following Boquien et al. (2013). The mod-
ification of the Zg − fPAH does not affect this normalisation. The
fraction of PAH only slightly affects the slope of the extinction
curve in the FUV band. The measured variations (<0.05 Mag)
are only due to this small slope change integrated through the
FUV filter response. In the galaxy rest frame, the NUV band
falls on the PAH bump. This bump can strongly modify the local
slope of the extinction curves around the NUV band (Fig. 2(b)).
The impact of the new Zg − fPAH relations are therefore larger in
the NUV than in the FUV band. We also note that the dispersion
around the mean trend is also larger in the NUV.
The overall impact of these modified Zg − fPAH relations can
be measured through the IRX variation, as shown in Fig. A.3.
The variation is plotted as a function of the intrinsic FUV mag-
nitude that does not evolve between the two relations. The
impact is larger when the PAH fraction increases (up to 4%)
than when the PAH fraction decreases (only -0.8%). By reduc-
ing(increasing) the effective amount of PAH, IRX slightly de-
creases(increases). As for the effective attenuation in the FUV
and NUV band, higher is the redshift, smaller is the impact. In
addition, UV bright galaxies are more affected than UV faint
galaxies. These two trends are linked to the progressive increase
of the average metallicity, from high to low redshift and from
low- to high-stellar masses.
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Fig. A.1. Fraction of PAH as a function of the gas metallicity of
the dense/fragmented gas phase. The solid blue and green lines
mark the modified relations based on the flatter and the steeper
relations respectively. The black solid line shows the original re-
lation used in G.A.S.(black solid line in Fig. 1). The blue and
the green shaded areas show the full G.A.S. distribution gener-
ated by G.A.S.around the two modified relations. Data points
are similar to those used in Fig. 1.
A.2. PAH fraction: random walk algorithm
To allow for a smooth and continuous evolution of the PAH,
VSG and BG fractions, from one time-step to the next one, the
fraction of PAH evolves according to a random walk between the
previous value, f n−1PAH , and a target value, f
†
PAH , expected from the
empirical PAH-metallicity relation (see Eq. 3):
f nPAH = f
n−1
PAH + r × ( f †PAH − f n−1PAH). (A.3)
where r is a random number following a uniform distribution.
For the BG component, we apply a similar algorithm. The target
mass fraction is settled f †BG =
2
3 (1 − f nPAH). Then we apply:
f nBG = f
n−1
BG + r × ( f †BG − f n−1BG ) (A.4)
The mass conservation rule then requires that VSG are dis-
tributed following the residual mass.
f nVSG = 1 − f nPAH − f nBG (A.5)
Appendix B: The GALAKSIENN library
The GALAKSIENN library stores the main results pro-
duced by our new G.A.S. semi-analytical model, especially
MOCK galaxy catalogs and sky maps described in our pa-
per III. It is available online through the ZENODO plat-
form: https://zenodo.org/. A complete description of the
GALAKSIENN library is given in paper III. In association with
this paper II, we distribute the ASCII tables of the FUV and IR
luminosity functions presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.
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Fig. A.2. Impact of the modified Zg − fPAH relations onto the
effective FUV and NUV attenuation (Eq. 19). The difference be-
tween the original and the modified relation is plotted as a func-
tion of the intrinsic FUV/NUV magnitude that does not evolve
between the two configurations. The upper and the lower panels
show the impacts produced by the flatter limits and the stepper
relations respectively. The solid and the dashed coloured lines
are associated with the FUV and the NUV band respectively.
AModif and AOrig are the effective attenuation computed accord-
ing the modified and the original Zg − fPAH relations, respec-
tively. Each coloured line marks a specific redshift from z = 9.3
to z = 2.1. The explicit list is given in the left side of the panels.
The two other columns list the average dispersion measured for
the FUV and the NUV band around the mean relation.
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Fig. A.3. Impact of the modified Zg − fPAH relations on the IRX.
The upper and the lower panels show the impacts produced by
the upper limits and the lower limits relations flatter/steeper re-
spectively. The difference between the original and the modified
relation is plotted as a function of the intrinsic FUV magnitude
that does not evolve between the two relations. Each coloured
lines shows a given redhift. The list of redshift and the disper-
sion around the mean are indicated in the bottom left corner of
each panel.
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